Inspection Feature
Take your office anywhere with Clariti’s fully incorporated mobile application designed
to make every inspection more efficient. With a single sign-on (SSO), access everything
you need to get the job done quickly, wherever your day may take you.

Be in the field, 100% of the time.

Features

Mobile Inspections

Inspections Routing

Easy Requests

Work from any device in the field
using the mobile inspections
app that works whether you’re
connected or offline. Inspectors
can access editable run sheets;
submit a request for re-inspection
directly from an application; create
inspection records; add comments
directly onto a record; and capture
photos and videos with geolocation
attached to ensure data accuracy.
All inputted information is saved to
the permanent record.

Using the GIS Map Viewer,
inspectors can visualize locations
with an address or current location,
and optimize their daily inspections
route to avoid travel delays. All
that’s needed to be on their way is
a date range to easily organize the
day’s itinerary based on priority,
travel time, or current location.
Automatic notifications will also
notify inspectors of an itinerary
change, even if it happens midshift.

Constituents can request
inspections and submit complaints
directly via your online portal, and
check for status updates at any
time. Submitted requests are then
automatically linked to the parcel
and submitters record, and sent to
your back office via email or push
notification to a mobile device.

Automated Alerts

Practical Templates

Sophisticated Reporting

When a violation is encountered
during an inspection - whether
triggered by the system or
inspector - responsible party
information is automatically
populated from the original
inspection or complaint onto the
record, and added to the next
scheduled inspection (if one exists).
If not, a new inspection is created
and scheduled for the record.

Access pre-built inspection
templates in the field to ensure
code compliance and accuracy,
including for: violation triggers,
default standard comments, and
automated reinspection due dates
based on ordinance codes.

View your current workload,
analyze key metrics, and evaluate
performance with easy-to-read
dashboards and reports. View realtime data such as your inspection
queue or unassigned inspections
on a centralized dashboard,
and create reports using any
information - the possibilities are
limitless.
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Designed to Simplify
Complex Inspections

Benefits
For Managers

For Inspectors

Enable online inspection requests via your
community portal

Conduct inspections on a mobile device

Use GIS to create smart run sheets that take
into account drive time and traffic

View all current and historical inspection,
code enforcement, and permit data

Monitor the performance of your team with
real-time dashboards

Access customized checklists for inspections
based on permit type, location, and more

Reduce omissions and errors with code
violation triggers

Book re-inspections from the field

Simplify transactions with automated fee
generation and online payments

File inspections reports from the field in realtime. No need to go back to the office
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